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Platinum demand in all fuel cell and electrolyser technologies is estimated to be around 60 koz this year and then gain 
traction rapidly from the mid-2020s to reach 420 koz by 2030. Demand in the near term is likely to be driven by the 
capacity growth of electrolysers to produce ‘green’ hydrogen, some of which rely on platinum and iridium catalysts, while 
the decarbonisation of industry and transport offers longer-term prospects for platinum and ruthenium in fuel cells. 

Last week, Hyundai Hydrogen Mobility (HHM) delivered the world’s first mass-produced fuel cell heavy-duty trucks 
to customers in Switzerland. HHM is a joint venture between Hyundai and H2 Energy. The XCIENT Fuel Cell truck is 
powered by a 190 kW hydrogen fuel cell system with a driving range of around 400 km (trips up to 400 km represent 
62% of EU activity). Customers, including the country’s largest supermarket chain, will lease the trucks on a pay-per-use 
basis which allows users to test-drive the new technology before committing to ownership. Production capacity of the 
XCIENT Fuel Cell truck is expanding to 2,000 units per year by 2021 as the demand for clean mobility grows. 

There is more potential for heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs) than for light-duty vehicles in the near term. Fuel cell vehicle 
roll-out is being led by HDVs, with the expectation that powertrain cost reductions and improvements in hydrogen 
production, storage and distribution will readily translate to light vehicles later. Hydrogen trucks typically run on more 
limited, defined routes than cars and so can rely on fewer fuelling stations, tipping the balance in favour of HDVs. They 
have an advantage over battery-electric trucks as they have a greater range and require less charging (fuelling) time, as 
well as a vehicle weight and load-carrying capacity comparable to conventional vehicles.

The hydrogen economy is forecast to be the largest driver of platinum demand growth in the long term. Europe’s platinum 
market has struggled over the past few years owing to the shrinking market share of diesel cars, which was compounded 
by a collapse in vehicle buying this year due to the effects of Covid-19. However, there is upside ahead, driven by 
electrolyser capacity growth in the region. The EU has made hydrogen a central part of its Green Deal and has a clear 
strategy for its adoption to help meet its goal of net-zero emissions by 2050. The share of hydrogen in Europe’s energy 
mix is projected to grow from less than 2% currently to 13-14% by 2050.

Compressed to impress – Europe leads PGM demand in the hydrogen economy

MARKET SPOTLIGHT
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Unlike gold jewellery, silver’s fate is looking less shiny. 
Global silver jewellery demand is forecast to drop by 
around 20% this year to around 161 moz (source: 
The Silver Institute). Losses are widespread, but the 
protracted impact of Covid-19 in India is weighing 
heavily on consumer demand there. Consumers are also 
price-sensitive, and a high domestic silver price will be 
discouraging what little spending there might have been. 
India is one of the world’s largest silver markets, and 

silver jewellery (69 moz) accounts for around a third of 
the region’s demand. Globally, jewellery fabrication is the 
second-largest demand sector for silver behind electrical 
and electronic applications, accounting for 201.3 moz 
last year. The silver price is still holding up so the record 
ETF inflows and strong coin and bar demand this year 
are likely to have offset a large proportion of demand lost 
elsewhere.

Silver             
Close Weekly change High Date Low Date

$/oz 24.24 -1.63% 25.33 12/10/2020 23.58 15/10/2020

€/oz 20.69 -0.77% 21.44 12/10/2020 20.17 15/10/2020
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Gold withdrawals from the Shanghai Gold Exchange 
increased by 31.5% year-on-year in September to 154 t. 
This confirms the prediction that Chinese gold demand 
would see a strong rebound after a weak first half of 
the year due to the impact of Covid-19 on consumer 
spending.  With the virus reportedly essentially contained 
in China, and the economy showing continual signs of 
improvement, it seems the world’s largest gold market 
is open for business again. Demand for gold jewellery 
is expected to be buoyed through Q4, particularly in 
October and December (the traditional peak months 
for weddings), as many couples would have postponed 
their ceremony from earlier in the year. Provisional data 

from October is already looking positive, as more than 
600,000 weddings were recorded over China’s Golden 
Week earlier this month. This was an 11% increase over 
the same period last year (source: Hunliji), with one man 
reporting he attended 23 ceremonies in the eight-day 
holiday period. China is the largest consumer gold market 
(jewellery plus bars and coins) in the world, accounting 
for 849.1 t in 2019 (source: World Gold Council). Despite 
the wedding season boom, demand is still expected to fall 
short of last year’s volume. The gold price is still trading 
broadly sideways, but could see more upside later once 
further fiscal support is decided on in the US.

Gold              
Close Weekly change High Date Low Date

$/oz 1,901 -0.99% 1,928 12/10/2020 1,883 14/10/2020

€/oz 1,623 -0.12% 1,633 12/10/2020 1,604 14/10/2020
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France to end support for diesels. The government will 
end the trade-in incentive for purchases of diesel vehicles 
on 1 January 2021. Diesel cars that conform to the latest 
emissions standards are currently eligible for a €1,500 
scrappage bonus when an older, less efficient model is 
traded in. The incentive was temporarily raised to €3,000 
in May as part of the government’s €8 billion relief 
package for the automotive industry. However, all diesel 
cars will be excluded from the incentive from 2021, as 
well as petrol cars built on or before 31 December 2010. 

The market share of diesel cars in France has been falling 
since reaching a high of 70% in 2012; in September, 
diesel cars had a 31% share of the market (source: 
CCFA). The trend is mirrored across Europe, where 
platinum autocatalyst demand has been in a steady state 
of decline for the past four years. Western Europe’s auto 
industry, in which France is the second-largest market, 
accounts for 15% of global platinum demand (~1 moz 
last year).

Platinum            
Close Weekly change High Date Low Date

$/oz 874 -1.87% 892 12/10/2020 842 15/10/2020

€/oz 746 -0.98% 755 12/10/2020 720 15/10/2020
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China’s auto recovery continues. As anticipated, auto 
sales in China marked the sixth straight month of year-
on-year growth in September, rebounding 12.8% to 2.57 
million units. The recovery is slightly skewed, however, 
as sales of trucks and commercial vehicles surged by 
40.3% in September while passenger cars increased 
by a modest 8% year-on-year. Momentum is reported to 
have continued into October, although sales in the year to 
date are still down 6.9% at 17.12 million units (source: 
CAAM). China is the largest gasoline car market in the 
world, accounting for 2.3 moz of palladium last year. 
Remarkably, demand is likely to remain stable in 2020, 

with higher loadings in autocatalysts offsetting the weaker 
car sales.

Palladium ETFs have been edging higher since April 
and recorded a short-lived uptick earlier in the month to 
530 koz. However, after sales of 195 koz in Q1, global 
holdings are still down by 97 koz in the year to date. The 
palladium price dropped back from the $2,400/oz mark 
last week and is expected to retreat further. While the 
Chinese auto market seems solid, with rising coronavirus 
cases and tightening restrictions the situation in Europe 
looks fragile.

Palladium             
Close Weekly change High Date Low Date

$/oz 2,339 -4.77% 2,464 12/10/2020 2,309 13/10/2020

€/oz 1,996 -3.91% 2,086 12/10/2020 1,969 13/10/2020
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Increased output from Russia is expected to partially 
offset South Africa’s iridium depletion over the next 
few years. Nornickel’s Talnakh concentrator upgrade is 
planned to be completed in 2023, allowing for expanded 
PGM production from the South Cluster. As they are 
by-products of platinum mining, iridium, ruthenium and 
rhodium are intrinsically linked to platinum production 
and are exposed to the depletion of platinum-rich 
mines in South Africa. After a brief output recovery in 
2021, declining production in South Africa sets in, 

with current expansions and restarts unable to offset 
depletion elsewhere. However, iridium supply is more 
geographically diverse and less exposed to South Africa 
than ruthenium, so will benefit from Russia’s growth in 
the medium term. Russia accounted for around 10% of 
iridium supply last year compared to 4% of ruthenium.
The rhodium price moved back towards $14,000/oz 
last week, while the iridium and ruthenium prices were 
unchanged. 

Rhodium, Ruthenium, Iridium        
Rhodium Ruthenium Iridium

Reporting week $14,050/oz $295/oz $1,650/oz

Previous week $13,250/oz $295/oz $1,650/oz
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DISCLAIMER 
This document is being supplied to the recipient only, on the basis that the recipient is 
reasonably believed to be a professional market participant in the precious metals market. It 
is directed exclusively at entrepreneurs and especially not intended for the use of consumers. 
The material contained in this document has no regard to the specific investment objectives, 
financial situation or particular need of any specific recipient or organisation. It is not 
provided as part of a contractual relationship. It is not and should not be construed as an 
offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe for any investment or 
as advice on the merits of making any investment. This report has been compiled using 
information obtained from sources that Heraeus and SFA (Oxford) Ltd (“SFA”) believe to be 
reliable but which they have not independently verified. Further, the analysis and opinions 
set out in this document, including any forward-looking statements, constitute a judgment 
as of the date of the document and are subject to change without notice. 
There is no assurance that any forward-looking statements will materialize. Therefore, 

neither SFA nor Heraeus warrants the accuracy and completeness of the data and analysis 
contained in this document. Heraeus and SFA assume no liability for any losses or damages 
of whatsoever kind, resulting from whatever cause, through the use of or reliance on any 
information contained in this document. However, in so far as a liability claim exists under 
German law, Heraeus and SFA shall have unlimited liability for willful or grossly negligent 
breach of duty. Unless expressly permitted by law, no part of this document may be 
reproduced or distributed in any manner without written permission of Heraeus. Heraeus 
specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document, via the internet or otherwise, 
to non-professional or private investors and neither Heraeus nor SFA accepts any liability 
whatsoever for the actions of third parties in reliance on this document.
Prices quoted are interbank (offer) prices for gold, silver, platinum and palladium. 
Rhodium, ruthenium and iridium quotes reflect the Heraeus offer price at the time of 
writing.

www.herae.us/trading-market-report
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